STREETLIGHT, POLE
LINE & UNDERGROUND
CONSTRUCTION
& MAINTENANCE
Continuous flow of electricity to your utilities is critical for everyone.
Spark Power has the experience and expertise to support you through
each phase of your electrical overhead and underground construction
and maintenance projects across North America.

What it is

Electrical underground
construction & maintenance
services:
•
•
•

Installation &
maintenance services:

Secondary cables up to 750 volts
Underground subdivision
Primary cables up to 46kv

•
•
•

Secondary poles
Primary poles
Streetlights

Other services:
•
•
•

Tension stringing
Pole-line assessment
Storm restoration across
Canada and the United
States

When to reach out for support
Whether you are replacing a secondary pole in a barnyard, a 115kv H Frame, a 46kv underground cable install,
require subdivision installation, or storm damage repair, Spark Power’s distributed branch model allows us to
quickly and efficiently mobilize our dedicated technicians to your site at a moment’s notice and provide the
electrical construction and/or maintenance services required.

Why Spark
Spark Power crews have completed projects that range from a single pole to 56km three phase double circuit
transmission (off-road) lines. We have the expertise to repair secondary underground subdivisions as well as
construct 150 lot (primary and secondary) subdivisions. Whether it is replacing a bulb or providing the lighting
for a 150 lot subdivision, Spark Power provides Pole-to-Product™ services safely and in a timely manner.

Spark Power Corp (“Spark Power”) is the leading independent provider of end-to-end electrical services, operations and maintenance services,
and energy sustainability solutions to the industrial, commercial, utility, and renewable asset markets in North America. We work to earn the right
to be our customers’ Trusted Partner in Power™. Our highly skilled and dedicated people, located in the communities we serve, combined with our
knowledge of the power industry, technology expertise, and commitment to safety ensures we deliver the right solutions to our customers’ that
keep their operations up and running today and better equipped for tomorrow. Learn more at www.sparkpowercorp.com. In the state of California,
we operate under license #533593. In the state of Texas, we operate under license #TECL-34613.
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